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Instant Node.js StarterPackt Publishing, 2013

	Program your scalable network applications and web services with Node.js with this book and ebook


	Overview

	
		Learn something new in an Instant! A short, fast, focused guide delivering immediate results
	
		Learn how to use module patterns and Node Packet Manager (NPM) in your applications

...
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JavaScript, A Beginner's Guide, Third EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2009

	Welcome to JavaScript: A Beginner’s Guide, Third Edition! Years ago, I was surfing the Web and noticed that people were publishing pages about themselves and calling them homepages. After viewing a number of these, I decided to create a homepage myself. I had no idea where to begin but, through trial and error, I figured out how to code...
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Chase's Calendar of Events 2009 (Book + CD-ROM): The Ulitmate Go-To Guide for Special Days, Weeks, and MonthsMcGraw-Hill, 2008

	“The bible of special occasions.”--

	Los Angeles Times


	12,500 entries. 194 countries. 365 days.

	Find out what's going on any day of the year, anywhere across the globe!


	If you're looking to tie a promotional event into a historical milestone, schedule your next...
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How the Snake Lost its Legs: Curious Tales from the Frontier of Evo-DevoCambridge University Press, 2014

	How did the zebra really get its stripes, and the giraffe its long neck? What is the science behind camel humps, leopard spots, and other animal oddities? Such questions have fascinated us for centuries, but the expanding field of evo-devo (evolutionary developmental biology) is now providing, for the first time, a wealth of insights and...
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Modern Image Quality Assessment (Synthesis Lectures on Image, Video, & Multimedia Processing)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2006
This book is about objective image quality assessment—where the aim is to provide computational models that can automatically predict perceptual image quality. The early years of the 21st century have witnessed a tremendous growth in the use of digital images as a means for representing and communicating information. A considerable percentage...
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Multimodal Usability (Human-Computer Interaction Series)Springer, 2009

	This preface tells the story of how Multimodal Usability responds to a special
	challenge. Chapter 1 describes the goals and structure of this book.


	The idea of describing how to make multimodal computer systems usable
	arose in the European Network of Excellence SIMILAR – “Taskforce for creating
	human-machine...
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Web as History: Using Web Archives to Understand the Past and the PresentUCL Press, 2017

	The World Wide Web has now been in use for more than 20 years. From early browsers to today’s principal source of information, entertainment and much else, the Web is an integral part of our daily lives, to the extent that some people believe ‘if it’s not online, it doesn’t exist.’ While this statement is not...
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App Inventor for Android: Build Your Own Apps - No Experience Required!John Wiley & Sons, 2011

	When Android was first introduced by Google and the Open Handset Alliance, my first thought was of how awesome it would be to have a free open-source application environment for the growing smart phone revolution. The harsh reality hit when I tried to apply my rusty programming skills to the Java and Android software development kit (SDK)....
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Blockchain Quick Reference: A guide to exploring decentralized Blockchain application developmentPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Understand the Blockchain revolution and get to grips with Ethereum, Hyperledger Fabric, and Corda.

	
		Key Features

		
			Resolve common challenges and problems faced in the Blockchain domain
	
			Study architecture, concepts, terminologies, and Dapps
	
			Make smart choices...
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The Best of 2600: A Hacker OdysseyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
" … The Best of 2600: A Hacker Odyssey is an important, amazing book that tells the story of these kids and adults as they explore a new frontier."
    —John Baichtal (Wired Blog, August, 2008)
    "...a testament to a culture which thrived before computers and the internet mattered to most of...
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Intel Galileo EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2015

	Leverage the power of Intel Galileo to construct amazingly simple, yet impressive projects


	About This Book

	
		Learn how to connect additional hardware to the Intel Galileo to easily create complex robots
	
		Understand GPIO pins on the Galileo and how to use them
	
		Control a DC...
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Learn Linux in a Month of LunchesManning Publications, 2016

	
		Summary

	
		Learn Linux in a Month of Lunches shows you how to install and use Linux for all the things you do with your OS, like connecting to a network, installing software, and securing your system. Whether you're just curious about Linux or have to get up and running for your job, you'll appreciate...
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